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Zane doesn't do relationships and Connor is definitely the kind of guy who does...Criminal
defense attorney Zane Devereaux is on the verge of having everything he's worked his entire life
for. He's on track to become his firm's youngest managing partner and he has enough money in
the bank to ensure he'll never have to be at the mercy of anyone ever again. He's left his past
exactly where it belongs and refuses to look back. And he sure as hell isn't going to risk a repeat
of his former mistakes by letting someone as sweet, sexy and endearingly vulnerable as Connor
Talbot into his life. His bed maybe, but not his life.Connor Talbot has no regrets about serving his
country, even if it did cost him more then he'd imagined. Two years after an IED took his leg and
left him with permanent brain damage, Connor is still struggling to put his life back together, but
he's managed to find a makeshift family in Seattle that helps ease the pain of losing his own at a
young age. Unfortunately, a string of bad relationships and an abusive ex have taken their toll on
Connor and he's given up on finding the lifelong partner he'd always envisioned he'd have. But a
chance encounter with a man he has absolutely nothing in common with except for an intense,
white-hot chemistry has him thinking that maybe a no strings, physical relationship is exactly
what's called for.What begins as two men meeting each other's needs between the sheets turns
into something neither one was prepared for but the wounds of the past run deep and both men
will have to decide if a future together will cost them too much or if what they could have together
is worth fighting for.Can be read as a stand-alone story - no cliffhangers.This series crosses over
with some of my other series, so for the most enjoyment, they should be read in order, but it is
not required. You can find the correct reading order at the beginning of each book. I've also
bundled all my series in the correct reading order under the title of A Family Chosen: The
Protectors and Barrettis.

This authoritative overview of the major dimensions of schizophrenia and related psychoses is
the first book to offer a comprehensive review of the new theoretical, clinical, and basic research
framework that considers psychotic illness as a group of dimensional representations of
psychopathology rather than as traditional distinct categorical diagnosesFrom the Back
CoverModeling the Psychopathological Dimensions of Schizophrenia: From Molecules to
Behavior is the first book to offer a comprehensive review of the new theoretical, clinical, and
basic research framework that considers psychotic illness as a group of dimensional
representations of psychopathology rather than as traditional distinct categorical diagnoses.
Psychotic illness, typified by schizophrenia, is a devastating condition increasingly recognized
as a disorder of abnormal brain development and dysconnectivity. Its complex etiology involves
both genetic and environmental factors, as well as the interplay among them.Modeling the
Psychopathological Dimensions of Schizophrenia describes the current understanding of the



clinical and pathological features of schizophrenia, with a particular focus on the evolving
conceptualization of schizophrenia and related diagnostic categories of psychotic illness as
combinations of dimensional abnormalities. It provides an overview of modern strategies for
generating cellular and whole animal models of schizophrenia as well as detailed reviews of the
specific experimental preparations and paradigms aimed at molecular, developmental, and
brain-network mechanisms that underlie abnormal behavior and various aspects of
schizophrenia. This groundbreaking book is an authoritative overview of the translational impact
of emerging clinical insights on basic research approaches in schizophrenia that will advance
the reader’s understanding of the five major dimensions of psychopathology in schizophrenia
and related psychoses and resolve the genetic and neurobiological underpinnings of these
dimensions.About the AuthorMikhail V. Pletnikov, M.D., Ph.D. is Professor in Department of
Psychiatry at Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine. He received his M.D. in 1986 from
I.M. Sechenov Moscow Medical Academy, Moscow, Russia and his Ph.D. in Normal Physiology
in 1990 from P.K. Anokhin Institute of Normal Physiology, Moscow, Russia. He did his post-
doctoral training under Dr Timothy H. Moran (1996-1999) at the Department of Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine and under Dr Kathryn M.
Carbone (1996-1999) at the laboratory of pediatric and respiratory viral infections, the Center for
Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER), the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. He joined
faculty in Department of Psychiatry at Johns Hopkins University in 1999. His current research
interests focus on understanding pathogenesis of human psychiatric disease with
neurodevelopmental origin, e.g., schizophrenia and autism with particular emphasis on a role of
gene-environment interactions and the neuro-immune interplay in the complex pathogenesis of
psychiatric conditions. Dr Pletnikov is also Director of the Behavioral Core at the School of
Medicine.John Waddington is currently Professor of Neuroscience in Molecular and Cellular
Therapeutics at the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland (RCSI), Dublin. He received a BA in
Natural Sciences from the University of Cambridge, and a PhD in Neuropharmacology followed
by a DSc in Neuroscience from the University of London. After working with the UK Medical
Research Council in the Division of Psychiatry at their Clinical Research Centre, he joined RCSI
and became Chairman of Clinical Pharmacology in 2004. In 2003, he became the first person
from RCSI to be elected to membership of the Royal Irish Academy; he has received the Lilly
Neuroscience Award from the International College of Neuropsychopharmacology and the
Award for Outstanding Achievement in Basic Science from the Schizophrenia International
Research Society. His research is focused on the pathobiology and psychopharmacology of
psychotic illness, mutant models of schizophrenia and other psychoses, and the pathobiology,
psychopharmacology and mutant modelling of movement disorder.John Waddington is currently
Professor of Neuroscience in Molecular and Cellular Therapeutics at the Royal College of
Surgeons in Ireland (RCSI), Dublin. He received a BA in Natural Sciences from the University of
Cambridge, and a PhD in Neuropharmacology followed by a DSc in Neuroscience from the
University of London. After working with the UK Medical Research Council in the Division of



Psychiatry at their Clinical Research Centre, he joined RCSI and became Chairman of Clinical
Pharmacology in 2004. In 2003, he became the first person from RCSI to be elected to
membership of the Royal Irish Academy; he has received the Lilly Neuroscience Award from the
International College of Neuropsychopharmacology and the Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Basic Science from the Schizophrenia International Research Society. His
research is focused on the pathobiology and psychopharmacology of psychotic illness, mutant
models of schizophrenia and other psychoses, and the pathobiology, psychopharmacology and
mutant modelling of movement disorder.Read more
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ChartPrologue“I’m sorry Mr. Devereaux, he insisted.”Zane looked up from his computer and bit
back the irritation that threaded through him at the interruption. But his eyes didn’t even make it
to his assistant as she cowered near his office door. Instead, they fell on the man who was
staring openly at him and Zane felt a punch in his gut as his eyes clashed with brown ones that
were clearly even now struggling to place him.“I know you,” the man said with obvious frustration
as he fought to put a name to Zane’s face.“Close the door please, Mary Ellen,” Zane murmured
to his assistant, though he kept his gaze on the other man. He looked much the same as he had
a few weeks ago when Zane had first laid eyes on him. Coffee brown hair that fell in thick waves
across his forehead and dipped well below his ears, eyes the color of his favorite brand of
bourbon and lips that were nearly too full and pretty for a man. Lips that that son of a bitch Sutter
had been abusing with a cruel, unwanted kiss…“Come in, Mr. Talbot. Have a seat,” Zane said as
he sat back, locked his computer screen and motioned to one of the two leather guest chairs in
front of his desk.“You’re him,” the man whispered. “You were there that day.”“What can I do for
you, Mr. Talbot?” Zane asked.“You can start by calling me Connor.”No way in hell did he want to
call the man by his first name. And it had nothing to do with the fact that he loved the way it
sounded rolling off his tongue or that he’d been wondering how Connor would respond when he
whispered his name into Connor’s ear as he leaned over him while he was ramming into him
from behind. No, he wasn’t going to use his first name because it would be impolite and
unprofessional. Shit, he couldn’t even sell that crap to himself and he’d been selling a whole lot
worse since he’d finished top of his class in law school.“What can I do for you?” Zane repeated
as he smoothed his hand down his tie. Why the hell did something that he’d paid so much for still
manage to feel constrictive? He might as well have been wearing one of the five dollar ones he
been forced to use early on when he’d started his practice.“Zach,” Connor said softly but then his
brow furrowed. “No, Ren called you something else.”Zane remained silent as he watched
Connor struggle with trying to remember the day they’d met. The day Zane had momentarily lost
sight of the man he’d worked so hard to become. It was the first time in a long time that he’d used
his fists to get his point across instead of his wit.“It’s Zane,” he finally supplied.“Zane,” Connor
murmured.Zane shifted uncomfortably as his already hard cock surged in his pants and he knew
there’d be no way he’d be able to stand any time soon. Hearing his name fall from Connor’s lips
was even better than him saying Connor’s name, and a sudden image of the other man walking
around the desk and dropping to his knees in front of Zane had him leaning forward and rolling
his chair closer to his desk so his predicament wouldn’t be obvious. Time to get this guy out of
here.“Mr. Talbot, may I ask what is so important that you saw fit to barge in here without the
courtesy of making an appointment?” His words and the condescension he let drip off his lips



had the effect he wanted and Connor instantly stiffened.“I want to know how much Jagger owes
you,” Connor said as he finally began moving across the sizable office and took a seat. Zane
forced himself to ignore the strange shuffle in Connor’s gait and folded his hands together on his
desk.“That’s between Mr. Varos and myself,” Zane answered.“Jason and his father sued Jagger
because of me. I know your firm threatened the Sutters with a countersuit. I want to know how
much you’re charging Jagger for it.”“You should ask Mr. Varos-”“He won’t tell me,” Connor bit out.
“He keeps telling me not to worry about it.”“You should listen to your friend,” Zane suggested.
“Have a good day, Mr. Talbot.”Zane unlocked his computer but didn’t bother typing when he saw
that Connor wasn’t going anywhere. “Why is it so important to you?” he asked.“How much do
you charge an hour?” Connor returned.Zane sighed and leaned back against his chair but made
sure to keep his groin concealed because the sight of Connor’s pretty lips drawn up into a frown
had Zane wanting to reach across the desk and run his tongue along the pink skin to see if it
was as soft as it looked.“Answer my question,” Zane said. “And I’ll answer yours.”He was
surprised when Connor’s eyes bore into his. He was nothing like the quiet, confused young man
on whose behalf he had intervened when he and Connor’s friend, Ren Barretti, had found Jason
Sutter assaulting Connor in the storeroom of the bar he worked at.“Because I don’t need people
fighting my battles for me,” Connor said crisply, the challenge clear in his voice.All of Zane’s
cylinders were firing as he contemplated the other man. He was an intriguing mix of strength and
vulnerability. And Zane fucking wanted him.“I typically charge based on the complexities of the
case against my client. My retainer starts at ten thousand and goes up from there. If your friend’s
case had gone to court, I would have also taken a portion of the damages awarded.”“Assuming
you won,” Connor interjected.“I would have won,” Zane quipped. “Mr. Varos chose not to pursue
the suit once the Sutters dropped theirs. I suspect you know why.”Connor’s eyes dropped for the
first time and a shadow passed over his face. Zane felt the unreasonable urge to tell the other
man to look at him.“How much?” Connor persisted. “How much are you charging him for the
work you did?”“I’m not,” Zane said. “Consider it a favor,” he added, then returned his attention to
his computer. But Connor still didn’t move.“A favor for whom?” Connor asked. “I get the
impression that you’re not exactly Jagger’s favorite person.”Zane nearly laughed at that
understatement. Jagger Varos had hated him from the get go. Not that he blamed the guy
considering the circumstances of their first meeting.“You did it for Declan?” Connor suddenly
said and Zane felt a rush of energy go through him at the mention of his former lover. Things
were getting more interesting by the moment.“He told you about us?” Zane asked in
surprise.Connor studied him for a moment and Zane realized he’d been had when Connor
murmured, “No.”It wasn’t often that someone got the best of him and he didn’t like it one bit.
“You’re lying,” Zane said coldly.Connor shook his head.“How?” Zane demanded, his curiosity
overtaking his anger.“Jagger’s a good guy – only reason he’d dislike someone as much as he
does you is if you were hurting someone he loved…or fucking them. Declan seems like the kind
of guy who can take care of himself so I figured it was the latter.”Anger seeped through Zane.
There was nothing he hated more than being made a fool of and he instantly went on the attack.



“Is that why he was the one getting sued and not you?” Zane sniped.“What do you mean?”Zane
delivered the final blow. “Maybe you should keep letting other people fight your battles for you.
From what I saw in that storeroom, you need it.”Connor felt like he’d been struck but he managed
to keep his expression neutral as he took in the man staring coldly at him. He guessed him to be
a little taller than his own six feet but he was definitely more built. Connor had always struggled
with his own lanky body and while it had filled out over the years, he’d always look lean. That
combined with his “prettiness” had gotten him his fair share of attention from larger, more
assertive men like the one sitting across from him, but it wasn’t until recently that he’d allowed
the distinction to evolve into something ugly. Jason Sutter had been like the man now staring at
him with unfettered condescension. And one of the first lessons Connor had learned from Jason
was that it didn’t matter if Connor spoke up or remained silent – he got the same response either
way.“How much?” Connor forced himself to ask once more.Emerald eyes regarded him coolly
and then Zane was punching something into his computer. The printer on the credenza at the
other side of the desk started spitting out pages and Zane snatched them up and dropped them
down on the desk in front of Connor.“Have a good day, Mr. Talbot,” he said dismissively.Connor
grabbed the pages up and stood. He ignored the jolt of pain in his leg and made his way to the
office door. As he scanned the pages in his hand, he nearly stopped when he saw the enormous
figure at the bottom of the last page. Despair went through him as he realized the sum would eat
up all the money he’d saved in the past year…the money that was supposed to help him get at
least part of his life back on track.“Oh, and Mr. Talbot…”Connor stopped as the silky, cool voice
washed over him and he tried to ignore the way his cock immediately responded.“We don’t take
payment plans.”Chapter 1The second he felt a heavy hand close over his shoulder, Zane turned
and swung his arm defensively as his other came up to deflect the imminent blow. His swing
missed its mark but still managed to make contact with a beefy shoulder and he geared up for
another punch when a heavy voice rattled through him.“Fuck, Devereaux, what the hell is your
problem?”Jagger Varos stepped back, probably to avoid a second hit, but Zane was
disappointed to see that his first contact barely even seemed to register with the huge
man.“Jesus, Varos,” Zane muttered as he straightened his suit. He hadn’t even realized he’d
dropped his bag until Jagger snatched it up and shoved it at him. It had been several weeks
since he’d last seen the man but he looked exactly the same – big, bald headed, tattooed arms,
wide shoulders. As Zane’s eyes traveled over the ragged scar on Jagger’s cheek, he realized he
didn’t look exactly the same – he looked light, content almost. In love, Zane thought with a huff.
And not just with Declan but with Ren Barretti as well. Fucker had managed to bag himself not
one, but two hot guys to go home to each night.“How did you get in here?” Zane snapped in
irritation as he looked around the parking garage. The last thing he’d been expecting as he got
off the elevator was to come face to face with the behemoth of a man who’d been ready to tear
him a new one more than once.“What the fuck is this?” Jagger snapped as he held out a piece of
paper.Zane took it from him and began walking to his car. His Audi was just around the corner
from the elevator and by the time he reached the sleek black car, he’d figured out what he was



looking at.“It’s a receipt,” he murmured as he scanned the document until he found what he was
looking for.“Why the fuck does it have Connor’s name on it?” Jagger snarled.Zane shook his
head as his eyes searched out the accounts receivable information. He’d been pissed when he
printed off the bill and hadn’t even thought for one second that Connor would pay it. The only
reason he’d even had the information about how much time he’d spent on Jagger’s case
available was for tracking purposes since he was meticulous about his time.“He came to see me
a couple of weeks ago to ask how much your bill was.”He wasn’t surprised when Jagger got in
his face. “Why the hell would you give him my bill instead of sending it to me?” Jagger shouted.A
mix of anger and frustration went through Zane and he shoved Jagger away from him. “I wasn’t
going to bill you, damn it,” he snapped. “I only gave it to him so he’d shut up about paying it. I
figured he’d see the amount and let it go.”Zane could tell he’d caught Jagger off guard with his
admission about not charging him and he supposed if there hadn’t been the issue of Connor to
deal with, Jagger would have laid him out since he likely knew Zane had done the work for free
because of his association with Declan. An association Jagger wasn’t likely to forget any time
soon.“You really are a piece of work,” Jagger said. He snatched the receipt and held it up. “This
was all the money he had and he had a hell of a lot more important things to spend it on than
you!”“Night Bob,” Connor said as he turned off the ‘Open’ light and watched the wobbly man
walk to the waiting cab. As if on cue, he heard the phone behind the bar ring and he hurried
across the room and reached over the top of the bar to snatch it up.“I just put him in a cab,
Dorothy. He should be home in a few.” He listened to the woman on the other end rant and rave
about how her husband should be spending more time at home with her instead of at the bar,
but he kept his suspicions about Bob’s reasons for being such a regular to himself. At least the
man was smart enough to have a standing order for a cab every Thursday night after making the
walk from whatever factory he spent his days working as a machinist at. And for all her
complaining, the fact that Dorothy waited up for her husband week after week had to mean
something more than just being a nag. At least Connor liked to think so. He’d only met her once
but the way she’d doted on her husband never failed to remind Connor of his own parents…
minus the weekly bar visits, of course.“Okay, bye,” he murmured into the phone. It took some
maneuvering with his leg but he managed to get the cordless phone back in the charger without
having to go around the bar. As he turned to head back to the door to lock it, he nearly slammed
into someone standing behind him. Big hands came out to steady him and panic went through
him until he realized just whose fingers were pressed against his skin. And then his panic turned
into something else. Something that should have had him stepping back.“We’re closed,” he
managed to say to Zane who had yet to release him. When Zane did finally drop his hands,
Connor bit back the part of him that was wishing he hadn’t. He was surprised when Zane turned
to leave but his chest seized up when the other man walked up to the door and locked it instead
of leaving through it“Relax,” Zane murmured. “If I’d wanted to do something to you, I’d have done
it by now.”Fuck, how had he known?“It’s written all over your face,” Zane said softly. So not only
could the guy read his expressions, he could read his mind as well.Connor shifted



uncomfortably and he couldn’t stop himself from retreating until his back hit the bar. “What are
you doing here? I paid the entire balance.” But instead of answering him, Zane suddenly closed
the distance between them. His arm reached out and Connor instantly grabbed it. “Don’t!” he
warned as he tightened his grip on Zane’s wrist. It wasn’t until he saw the roll of money in Zane’s
hand that he realized the guy had only been reaching past him to put it on the top of the
bar.Shit.Zane tried to ignore the heat that flared to life where Connor’s fingers wrapped around
his wrist. He didn’t try to pull free of Connor’s tight grip even though his desire was warring with
the instinct to fight back.“Sorry,” Connor whispered as he released Zane. He wondered if Connor
even realized his other hand was pressed against Zane’s chest because Zane sure as hell was
aware of it. His entire body, and especially his cock, noticed the large palm that was burning him
through his dress shirt. If Connor hadn’t been so distracted, he probably would have felt Zane’s
heart pounding beneath his hand. And when several long, tense seconds passed, Zane actually
found himself stepping forward. He told himself it was just a test to see if Connor backed off and
had nothing to do with wanting to get a better look at the lips that had parted in anticipation. And
it definitely wasn’t an attempt to figure out how to get his hands on the ass that had been on
display for him just moments ago when Connor had been hanging over the top of the
bar.Connor’s eyes grew heavy as his lips fell to Zane’s and that was enough to break Zane out of
the spell he was in. He forced his wayward body to step back far enough that Connor’s scorching
touch finally disappeared, and the move seemed to snap Connor out of his daze and he
snatched up the roll of cash Zane had left on the bar.“I don’t want this,” Connor said as he held
the money out.“From what your friend tells me, it’s more about needing than
wanting.”Disappointment flared in Connor’s eyes for a moment but then he shoved the money at
Zane, who managed to grab it before it hit the floor.“Take it and go,” Connor snapped. “I’ll deal
with Jagger.”“Look, I don’t claim to be the nicest of guys but I’m not into taking money from
cripp-” Zane never even finished the word because Connor grabbed him by the throat and
shoved him back against the bar.“Don’t ever use that word around me again!” Connor
snarled.The outburst was so unexpected for someone he’d pegged as meek and quiet that Zane
couldn’t even find the words to respond at first. Or tell his cock to settle the fuck
down.“Thousands of men and women sacrificed their bodies and their lives so you could live
your high and mighty life and you will not” – Connor’s grip tightened on him – “refer to anyone,
myself included, that way again, do you hear me?”Zane nodded. It had been a shitty thing to say,
even if his intent had only been to rile Connor up.Connor released him. “Get the fuck out.” He
dropped his arm and began walking away.“So you’re really going to pick your pride over your
physical well-being?” Zane asked. He wasn’t surprised when Connor stopped but didn’t turn
around and Zane slowly closed the distance between them. “Even now it’s bothering you, isn’t
it?” Zane said quietly as his eyes fell to Connor’s left leg. “You’re trying not to put too much
weight on it.”Zane walked around Connor until he was facing him and held out the money. “Take
the money, Connor.”“No,” Connor responded firmly. His eyes refused to meet Zane’s and Zane
felt a moment of unreasonable frustration that the other man wouldn’t even look at him.Fuck this.



Zane shoved the money into his pocket and started heading for the door but then stopped. He
didn’t give a shit about this guy or his friends. Let that big fucker Varos come after him. Maybe a
good fight was what he needed to get him out of the funk he’d been in. So why the hell couldn’t
he walk away?“Damn it,” he muttered under his breath. Then in a louder voice he said, “You were
right. I did it for Declan.”Connor had been just about to enter the back room where his boss kept
a small desk and a couple of lockers when he heard the surprising admission. He forced himself
to turn around and saw that Zane hadn’t quite made it to the door. His back was ramrod straight
and his hands were tucked into his jacket. He wondered briefly why the guy was even wearing a
jacket considering the mild weather but he figured maybe it was all part of his look or something.
The look that said he made an outrageous amount of money and wasn’t afraid to let people
know it.“Why?” Connor asked. “Are you in love with him?” The question was completely
inappropriate and none of his business but he couldn’t help the curiosity that surged through
him.But the harsh, cynical laughter that erupted from Zane’s lips had him suspecting the answer.
Maybe if the laugh had sounded fake or forced…“Friends then,” Connor offered. He was glad
when Zane finally turned around but he wasn’t sure why. Connor slowly made his way back to
the bar and sat on one of the bar stools so he could take the pressure off his leg.“Friends,” Zane
repeated as if testing the word. But then he shook his head. “No, not friends...”“So you just go
around doing favors for every guy you used to fuck?”Zane’s brow creased and Connor couldn’t
help but wonder what it would feel like to soothe away the tension that seemed to consume the
other man. It was as if Zane hadn’t even considered whatever it was that he and Declan had had
between them until this very moment.“How did you lose the leg?” Zane asked suddenly.“IED,”
Connor answered without hesitation. “Why not just give the money to Jagger? Why bring it here
yourself?”Zane approached him slowly and Connor couldn’t help the shudder that went through
him.“I don’t believe in letting others fix my problems.”Zane was so close again that Connor could
smell the musky scent of man mixed with the slightest hint of cologne, maybe aftershave. He
could see the pulse thrumming in Zane’s neck and he wondered what it would feel like beneath
his lips. “So that’s what I am? A problem?” Since he was sitting, he had to tip his head back just
a little to keep eye contact with Zane.“Yeah,” Zane whispered and Connor froze up when he
lowered his head. But those firm, supple lips bypassed his mouth and grazed his cheek before
settling next to his ear. “You’re a big fucking problem.”Zane couldn’t stop himself from letting his
lips skim over Connor’s cheek once more as he pulled back. His whole body was humming with
need as his eyes dropped to Connor’s slightly parted lips and it took everything in him not to take
what Connor was clearly offering.“Take the money, Connor,” Zane said softly. He was surprised
to find that he actually wanted Connor to say yes and not just to get Jagger off his back. Connor
studied him for so long that Zane actually felt a knot of anxiety in his gut…it was like the guy was
trying to see through him.“I will if you tell me the truth,” Connor finally said. Their lips were still
just inches apart but Connor’s gaze never left his.“Truth about what?” Zane asked hesitantly.
God, he hated how off balance this man made him feel.“What was between you and
Declan?”Zane straightened to his full height since being so close to Connor’s waiting mouth was



messing with his head. “What is your obsession with me and Declan?” he muttered.“Answer the
question and we’re done here.”Zane took several steps back and ran a hand through his hair.
“He was a good fuck,” he bit out.“That’s it?”No.“Yes.”“Liar,” Connor whispered.“Why do you
care?” Zane said as he began to pace. “Do you have a thing for him or something?” Connor’s
patient look frustrated Zane even more than the fact that he didn’t respond to the question.
“Fine,” he barked. “He’s a good guy and even though I didn’t want more than what we had, I
didn’t like seeing him in so much pain, either.”Zane felt itchy and restless as he watched Connor
stand. The man tried to hide his pain with every step that brought him closer to Zane. When
Connor finally came to a stop in front of him and held out his hand expectantly, Zane reached
into his pocket and searched out the roll of money. He dropped it into Connor’s waiting
hand.“Thank you,” Connor said softly and Zane felt it all the way down in his bones. The
gratitude was genuine.When Connor made a move to step back, Zane gently curled his fingers
around Connor’s wrist and held him in place. “Is it enough?”Connor seemed confused by the
question. That or he was turned on because Zane didn’t miss the fact that Connor’s pulse was
increasing even now as Zane held him. God, if such a simple touch did this to Connor, what
would he be like in bed?“Do you have enough money to buy a new prosthesis?” Zane asked.He
was surprised when Connor didn’t try to pull away. He was even more surprised when Connor
readily answered him. “Not quite.”It was on the tip of Zane’s tongue to offer to give him the rest
but his common sense kicked in. Connor may have had some vulnerable moments like in the
storeroom that day, but he wasn’t vulnerable. He wasn’t weak. And he sure as hell had more than
his fair share of pride considering all the hoops Zane had had to jump through just to give him
something that was rightfully his.“Come on, I’ll walk you to your car. That much money in your
pocket, can’t be too careful,” Zane said as he released Connor’s arm.“No, it’s okay. I still have to
lock up,” Connor murmured. Zane had questioned enough witnesses to know when one was
hedging and Connor wasn’t a consummate liar to begin with.“No problem, I insist.”Connor
tucked the money into his pocket. “I take the bus.”There was still something Connor wasn’t
saying but Zane let it go because, quite simply, it wasn’t any of his business. “I’ll give you a lift
home.”“Zane-”Shit, there was his name on Connor’s lips again.“You’re a smart guy, Connor.
You’re obviously in pain and on top of that, you’re carrying around a shitload of cash. Do the
math and then tell yourself what the best course of action is.”Connor studied him for a moment
and then smiled that sweet, endearing smile that did crazy things to Zane’s insides. “Still think
you have a problem to fix, huh?”A flash of something equally hot and dark went through Zane
and he couldn’t help but step forward until he was once again in Connor’s space. “The only
problem I have right now is reminding myself why it would be a bad idea to lean you over that bar
of yours and fuck you so hard and so well that the only thing you’ll feel is that perfect ass of yours
crying out for me to do it all over again.”Chapter 2Connor wasn’t surprised to see Declan Hale
trotting quickly down the stairs within seconds of the desk sergeant letting the detective know
Connor was there.“Everything okay, Connor?” Declan asked as he hurried over to where Connor
was sitting in one of the chairs near the precinct’s main entrance. He couldn’t blame the guy for



automatically assuming the worst since the last time they’d seen each other hadn’t been
Connor’s finest moment.“Yeah, I’m good,” Connor quickly reassured him. He smiled at the relief
that flooded Declan’s face.“What’s going on?” Declan asked in confusion.“Do you have a second
to talk?” Connor asked as he rose to his feet. His leg hurt like a son of a bitch but he was more
nervous about the awkward conversation he was about to force upon his best friend’s lover. If the
stakes weren’t so high, he would have scrapped the whole plan long before he’d even entered
the building.“Sure, let’s go upstairs to my desk,” Declan said. “Is Sutter bothering you again?” he
quickly asked, his voice heavy with anger. God, Jagger really was one lucky son of a bitch.“Um,
it’s actually kind of personal. Do you mind if we talk outside?” he asked.Declan looked surprised
but he quickly nodded. “Sure. There’s a coffee shop next door.”It took only a few minutes to get
to the small and luckily quiet coffee shop and he waved Declan off when he tried to pay for their
coffee. Connor’s agitation had him fidgeting as they waited for their order and once they were
seated he found it difficult to get the words out. But Declan just waited him out and Connor
couldn’t help but think how different Jagger and Declan were. Declan was cool and quiet
whereas Jagger was blunt and hot-tempered. Two complete opposites who had somehow made
it work.“How’s Ren?” Connor asked, though he knew part of him was just stalling.“He’s good,”
Declan said as his eyes lit up with pleasure at the mention of his and Jagger’s lover. “Indiana was
tough but he’s glad to have it behind him.”Connor nodded. Ren was someone he’d also only met
on a few occasions though he and the former soldier had a lot in common since they were both
still struggling with the aftereffects of a war that had left each of them with wounds that would
likely never fully heal. But Connor considered himself lucky since Ren had spent more than a
year being tortured by the terrorists that had held him hostage after ambushing and killing his
unit. Connor had seen Ren’s severe PTSD first hand and knew it was something the other man
would struggle with for the rest of his life. From the little that Jagger had told him, their recent trip
to Indiana had been about delivering one of Ren’s comrade’s final message to his loved
ones.Connor took a sip of his coffee as he tried to figure out how to approach the delicate
subject. It didn’t matter how many times he’d rehearsed it in his head, it was still
awkward.“Declan, I would never want to put you in a position where you had to lie to Jagger,” he
began and he saw Declan tense up at the words. “So I’m just going to ask you one question and
hope that you’ll respect my need not to go into any details.”“Okay,” Declan said warily.Fuck, he
just needed to get this out. “I know you and Zane had something going on before you got
together with Jagger and Ren.” Declan straightened in his seat and looked uncomfortable but he
remained quiet. “I just need to know if you trust him.”“Zane?” Declan asked.Connor nodded. He
could feel his skin heating up as Declan began to register what he was asking and he had no
doubt that the sharp cop was already working towards the obvious conclusion. He could already
see the argument forming as Declan opened his mouth and a rush of unexpected desperation
went through Connor.“Please, Declan…please just answer the question. I need this,” he
whispered. He didn’t realize he’d dropped his eyes until a big hand closed over the fingers he
had clenched around the coffee cup.“Connor, look at me,” Declan said softly. Connor forced



himself to lift his eyes as the shame went through him but he was surprised when he saw
understanding instead of judgement. “I trust him.”When Declan didn’t say anything else, Connor
nodded. “Please don’t tell Jagger. He won’t understand,” Connor said quietly.“I won’t,” Declan
responded. Declan patted his hand gently before removing it and Connor quickly stood.“Thank
you,” he said as he turned to go. But when Declan called his name, Connor steadied himself for
the lecture he knew was coming.“I’m here if you ever need to talk,” was all Declan said and
Connor cast him a quick glance over his shoulder. The offer was unexpected but he could tell it
was sincere. He jerked his head in a quick nod and then left the coffee shop.Zane was on edge
as he exited the elevator and he half expected Jagger to be waiting for him again with more
threats to kick his ass. After all, the last thing he’d said to Connor last night hadn’t exactly been
the most sensitive or appropriate and it wouldn’t have surprised him if Connor’s watchdog came
after him for the crude words. But then again, Connor hadn’t exactly looked offended by what
he’d said. In fact, Zane hadn’t been able to decipher any reaction at all since he’d been too busy
picturing the image of the scenario he’d described. It had been sheer will that had had him
drawing back so Connor could finish locking up the bar and they hadn’t exchanged a single word
as he’d driven Connor to his apartment other than Connor telling him where to turn.It hadn’t
come as much of a surprise that Connor lived in a crappy part of town or that his place looked
like a dump from the outside. The run down house had clearly been converted into multiple units
and Connor’s was on the bottom. It had been too dark to see the condition of the building but
what he had seen had been disturbing…and all too familiar.Zane dug around his pocket until he
found his keys but came to a halt when he saw the object of his thoughts leaning against his car.
An instant surge of lust shot through him followed by a wave of annoyance. He’d spent the better
part of last night and today trying to get his attraction to this man out of his head and here he
was again. He let his eyes trail up and down Connor’s long body and he felt his cock swell even
more.“I’m really going to need to talk to security about people getting into this garage,” Zane
muttered as he unlocked his car. “Did I get the amount wrong?” he asked as he stepped past
Connor and tossed his bag into the back seat.“Did you mean what you said last night?” Connor
asked.“I said a lot of things last night,” Zane said as he reached past Connor who was leaning
against the driver’s side door. But Connor didn’t move when Zane lifted the door handle.“Can
you make it so that I’d want you to do it to me over and over?”Zane stilled and then lifted his eyes
to meet Connor’s. He knew exactly what the man was referring to. “Yes,” he said simply.Connor
studied him for a moment. “Where and when?”Zane let his eyes slowly travel up and down the
length of Connor’s body. He didn’t miss the outline of Connor’s erection pressing against his
jeans. At his perusal, Connor’s breathing increased and Zane nearly shook his head at the
intensity of the chemistry between them.“I don’t think so,” Zane finally said.Connor’s eyes
flashed with disappointment and then something else. “Is it the leg?” he finally asked.“I don’t give
a shit about the leg,” Zane murmured as his traitorous body shifted so that there were mere
millimeters separating his and Connor’s bodies.“Is it because of what happened in the
storeroom with Jason?” Zane bit back a groan as Connor straightened enough so that their



bodies touched.“It’s because you’ll want it to be more than it is.”“More than fucking, you mean?”
Connor whispered.Zane nodded. “Tell me you’re not the kind of guy who wants dates and
handholding and pretty words.”“So you’ve got me all figured out, huh?” Connor responded.“That
doesn’t sound like a denial to me.” The rest of his argument died in his throat when a hand
suddenly stroked over his cock through his slacks.“Do you want to know what I did last night
when I got home?” Connor asked softly as his hand squeezed Zane. “I pretended my kitchen
counter was the bar and I leaned against it.”Zane’s whole body lit up as Connor suddenly leaned
forward and ran his tongue along Zane’s throat. His warm breath skittered over Zane’s skin as he
spoke and his hand began rubbing back and forth over Zane’s shaft.“I could feel you against me.
In me. Slow at first, then faster…harder.”Zane found himself pressing Connor back against the
car as he began grinding his hips against Connor’s hand.“You weren’t making love to me or
whispering soft words in my ear. There were no gentle touches or soft kisses. You didn’t even
speak. You took what you wanted and I loved every fucking second of it. You want to know why?”
Connor asked.“Why?” Zane managed.“Because it was exactly what I needed…what my body
needed and you knew it. I shot so hard and so long I wouldn’t be surprised if some of my come
permanently stained the cabinet.”Connor’s hand suddenly stopped moving but when he made a
move to remove it from Zane’s now pulsing cock, Zane covered Connor’s hand with his and held
him there. He grabbed Connor by the throat with his free hand.“Rules,” Zane snarled. “I never
bottom and the only thing my mouth will be touching is your cock and even that’s not a
guarantee. We don’t speak beyond you telling me what you do and don’t want and when I’m
done, I’m gone.”Connor’s hand flexed over his dick briefly as he nodded. “I have one
condition.”Zane gentled his grip on Connor’s throat and absentmindedly began rubbing his
thumb over the pulse that was pounding against it. He gave Connor an almost imperceptible nod
to continue.“That day in the storeroom you saw that I was…” Connor seemed to be at a loss for
words and even in the poorly lit garage, Zane could see a flush of color rising in his
cheeks.“Confused,” Zane supplied. He knew whatever had been happening to Connor during
Jason’s attack was much more than that but he wasn’t going to try to put a label on it.Freeing
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Crossover ChartSeries Crossover ChartPrologue“I’m sorry Mr. Devereaux, he insisted.”Zane
looked up from his computer and bit back the irritation that threaded through him at the
interruption. But his eyes didn’t even make it to his assistant as she cowered near his office door.
Instead, they fell on the man who was staring openly at him and Zane felt a punch in his gut as
his eyes clashed with brown ones that were clearly even now struggling to place him.“I know
you,” the man said with obvious frustration as he fought to put a name to Zane’s face.“Close the
door please, Mary Ellen,” Zane murmured to his assistant, though he kept his gaze on the other
man. He looked much the same as he had a few weeks ago when Zane had first laid eyes on
him. Coffee brown hair that fell in thick waves across his forehead and dipped well below his
ears, eyes the color of his favorite brand of bourbon and lips that were nearly too full and pretty
for a man. Lips that that son of a bitch Sutter had been abusing with a cruel, unwanted
kiss…“Come in, Mr. Talbot. Have a seat,” Zane said as he sat back, locked his computer screen
and motioned to one of the two leather guest chairs in front of his desk.“You’re him,” the man
whispered. “You were there that day.”“What can I do for you, Mr. Talbot?” Zane asked.“You can
start by calling me Connor.”No way in hell did he want to call the man by his first name. And it
had nothing to do with the fact that he loved the way it sounded rolling off his tongue or that he’d
been wondering how Connor would respond when he whispered his name into Connor’s ear as
he leaned over him while he was ramming into him from behind. No, he wasn’t going to use his
first name because it would be impolite and unprofessional. Shit, he couldn’t even sell that crap
to himself and he’d been selling a whole lot worse since he’d finished top of his class in law
school.“What can I do for you?” Zane repeated as he smoothed his hand down his tie. Why the
hell did something that he’d paid so much for still manage to feel constrictive? He might as well
have been wearing one of the five dollar ones he been forced to use early on when he’d started
his practice.“Zach,” Connor said softly but then his brow furrowed. “No, Ren called you
something else.”Zane remained silent as he watched Connor struggle with trying to remember
the day they’d met. The day Zane had momentarily lost sight of the man he’d worked so hard to
become. It was the first time in a long time that he’d used his fists to get his point across instead
of his wit.“It’s Zane,” he finally supplied.“Zane,” Connor murmured.Zane shifted uncomfortably as
his already hard cock surged in his pants and he knew there’d be no way he’d be able to stand
any time soon. Hearing his name fall from Connor’s lips was even better than him saying
Connor’s name, and a sudden image of the other man walking around the desk and dropping to
his knees in front of Zane had him leaning forward and rolling his chair closer to his desk so his
predicament wouldn’t be obvious. Time to get this guy out of here.“Mr. Talbot, may I ask what is
so important that you saw fit to barge in here without the courtesy of making an appointment?”
His words and the condescension he let drip off his lips had the effect he wanted and Connor
instantly stiffened.“I want to know how much Jagger owes you,” Connor said as he finally began
moving across the sizable office and took a seat. Zane forced himself to ignore the strange
shuffle in Connor’s gait and folded his hands together on his desk.“That’s between Mr. Varos and
myself,” Zane answered.“Jason and his father sued Jagger because of me. I know your firm



threatened the Sutters with a countersuit. I want to know how much you’re charging Jagger for
it.”“You should ask Mr. Varos-”“He won’t tell me,” Connor bit out. “He keeps telling me not to
worry about it.”“You should listen to your friend,” Zane suggested. “Have a good day, Mr.
Talbot.”Zane unlocked his computer but didn’t bother typing when he saw that Connor wasn’t
going anywhere. “Why is it so important to you?” he asked.“How much do you charge an hour?”
Connor returned.Zane sighed and leaned back against his chair but made sure to keep his groin
concealed because the sight of Connor’s pretty lips drawn up into a frown had Zane wanting to
reach across the desk and run his tongue along the pink skin to see if it was as soft as it
looked.“Answer my question,” Zane said. “And I’ll answer yours.”He was surprised when
Connor’s eyes bore into his. He was nothing like the quiet, confused young man on whose behalf
he had intervened when he and Connor’s friend, Ren Barretti, had found Jason Sutter assaulting
Connor in the storeroom of the bar he worked at.“Because I don’t need people fighting my
battles for me,” Connor said crisply, the challenge clear in his voice.All of Zane’s cylinders were
firing as he contemplated the other man. He was an intriguing mix of strength and vulnerability.
And Zane fucking wanted him.“I typically charge based on the complexities of the case against
my client. My retainer starts at ten thousand and goes up from there. If your friend’s case had
gone to court, I would have also taken a portion of the damages awarded.”“Assuming you won,”
Connor interjected.“I would have won,” Zane quipped. “Mr. Varos chose not to pursue the suit
once the Sutters dropped theirs. I suspect you know why.”Connor’s eyes dropped for the first
time and a shadow passed over his face. Zane felt the unreasonable urge to tell the other man to
look at him.“How much?” Connor persisted. “How much are you charging him for the work you
did?”“I’m not,” Zane said. “Consider it a favor,” he added, then returned his attention to his
computer. But Connor still didn’t move.“A favor for whom?” Connor asked. “I get the impression
that you’re not exactly Jagger’s favorite person.”Zane nearly laughed at that understatement.
Jagger Varos had hated him from the get go. Not that he blamed the guy considering the
circumstances of their first meeting.“You did it for Declan?” Connor suddenly said and Zane felt
a rush of energy go through him at the mention of his former lover. Things were getting more
interesting by the moment.“He told you about us?” Zane asked in surprise.Connor studied him
for a moment and Zane realized he’d been had when Connor murmured, “No.”It wasn’t often that
someone got the best of him and he didn’t like it one bit. “You’re lying,” Zane said coldly.Connor
shook his head.“How?” Zane demanded, his curiosity overtaking his anger.“Jagger’s a good guy
– only reason he’d dislike someone as much as he does you is if you were hurting someone he
loved…or fucking them. Declan seems like the kind of guy who can take care of himself so I
figured it was the latter.”Anger seeped through Zane. There was nothing he hated more than
being made a fool of and he instantly went on the attack. “Is that why he was the one getting
sued and not you?” Zane sniped.“What do you mean?”Zane delivered the final blow. “Maybe you
should keep letting other people fight your battles for you. From what I saw in that storeroom, you
need it.”Connor felt like he’d been struck but he managed to keep his expression neutral as he
took in the man staring coldly at him. He guessed him to be a little taller than his own six feet but



he was definitely more built. Connor had always struggled with his own lanky body and while it
had filled out over the years, he’d always look lean. That combined with his “prettiness” had
gotten him his fair share of attention from larger, more assertive men like the one sitting across
from him, but it wasn’t until recently that he’d allowed the distinction to evolve into something
ugly. Jason Sutter had been like the man now staring at him with unfettered condescension. And
one of the first lessons Connor had learned from Jason was that it didn’t matter if Connor spoke
up or remained silent – he got the same response either way.“How much?” Connor forced
himself to ask once more.Emerald eyes regarded him coolly and then Zane was punching
something into his computer. The printer on the credenza at the other side of the desk started
spitting out pages and Zane snatched them up and dropped them down on the desk in front of
Connor.“Have a good day, Mr. Talbot,” he said dismissively.Connor grabbed the pages up and
stood. He ignored the jolt of pain in his leg and made his way to the office door. As he scanned
the pages in his hand, he nearly stopped when he saw the enormous figure at the bottom of the
last page. Despair went through him as he realized the sum would eat up all the money he’d
saved in the past year…the money that was supposed to help him get at least part of his life
back on track.“Oh, and Mr. Talbot…”Connor stopped as the silky, cool voice washed over him
and he tried to ignore the way his cock immediately responded.“We don’t take payment
plans.”ProloguePrologueProloguePrologue“I’m sorry Mr. Devereaux, he insisted.”Zane looked up
from his computer and bit back the irritation that threaded through him at the interruption. But his
eyes didn’t even make it to his assistant as she cowered near his office door. Instead, they fell on
the man who was staring openly at him and Zane felt a punch in his gut as his eyes clashed with
brown ones that were clearly even now struggling to place him.“I know you,” the man said with
obvious frustration as he fought to put a name to Zane’s face.“Close the door please, Mary
Ellen,” Zane murmured to his assistant, though he kept his gaze on the other man. He looked
much the same as he had a few weeks ago when Zane had first laid eyes on him. Coffee brown
hair that fell in thick waves across his forehead and dipped well below his ears, eyes the color of
his favorite brand of bourbon and lips that were nearly too full and pretty for a man. Lips that that
son of a bitch Sutter had been abusing with a cruel, unwanted kiss…“Come in, Mr. Talbot. Have
a seat,” Zane said as he sat back, locked his computer screen and motioned to one of the two
leather guest chairs in front of his desk.“You’re him,” the man whispered. “You were there that
day.”“What can I do for you, Mr. Talbot?” Zane asked.“You can start by calling me Connor.”No
way in hell did he want to call the man by his first name. And it had nothing to do with the fact
that he loved the way it sounded rolling off his tongue or that he’d been wondering how Connor
would respond when he whispered his name into Connor’s ear as he leaned over him while he
was ramming into him from behind. No, he wasn’t going to use his first name because it would
be impolite and unprofessional. Shit, he couldn’t even sell that crap to himself and he’d been
selling a whole lot worse since he’d finished top of his class in law school.“What can I do for
you?” Zane repeated as he smoothed his hand down his tie. Why the hell did something that
he’d paid so much for still manage to feel constrictive? He might as well have been wearing one



of the five dollar ones he been forced to use early on when he’d started his practice.“Zach,”
Connor said softly but then his brow furrowed. “No, Ren called you something else.”Zane
remained silent as he watched Connor struggle with trying to remember the day they’d met. The
day Zane had momentarily lost sight of the man he’d worked so hard to become. It was the first
time in a long time that he’d used his fists to get his point across instead of his wit.“It’s Zane,” he
finally supplied.“Zane,” Connor murmured.Zane shifted uncomfortably as his already hard cock
surged in his pants and he knew there’d be no way he’d be able to stand any time soon. Hearing
his name fall from Connor’s lips was even better than him saying Connor’s name, and a sudden
image of the other man walking around the desk and dropping to his knees in front of Zane had
him leaning forward and rolling his chair closer to his desk so his predicament wouldn’t be
obvious. Time to get this guy out of here.“Mr. Talbot, may I ask what is so important that you saw
fit to barge in here without the courtesy of making an appointment?” His words and the
condescension he let drip off his lips had the effect he wanted and Connor instantly stiffened.“I
want to know how much Jagger owes you,” Connor said as he finally began moving across the
sizable office and took a seat. Zane forced himself to ignore the strange shuffle in Connor’s gait
and folded his hands together on his desk.“That’s between Mr. Varos and myself,” Zane
answered.“Jason and his father sued Jagger because of me. I know your firm threatened the
Sutters with a countersuit. I want to know how much you’re charging Jagger for it.”“You should
ask Mr. Varos-”“He won’t tell me,” Connor bit out. “He keeps telling me not to worry about it.”“You
should listen to your friend,” Zane suggested. “Have a good day, Mr. Talbot.”Zane unlocked his
computer but didn’t bother typing when he saw that Connor wasn’t going anywhere. “Why is it so
important to you?” he asked.“How much do you charge an hour?” Connor returned.Zane sighed
and leaned back against his chair but made sure to keep his groin concealed because the sight
of Connor’s pretty lips drawn up into a frown had Zane wanting to reach across the desk and run
his tongue along the pink skin to see if it was as soft as it looked.“Answer my question,” Zane
said. “And I’ll answer yours.”He was surprised when Connor’s eyes bore into his. He was nothing
like the quiet, confused young man on whose behalf he had intervened when he and Connor’s
friend, Ren Barretti, had found Jason Sutter assaulting Connor in the storeroom of the bar he
worked at.“Because I don’t need people fighting my battles for me,” Connor said crisply, the
challenge clear in his voice.All of Zane’s cylinders were firing as he contemplated the other man.
He was an intriguing mix of strength and vulnerability. And Zane fucking wanted him.“I typically
charge based on the complexities of the case against my client. My retainer starts at ten
thousand and goes up from there. If your friend’s case had gone to court, I would have also
taken a portion of the damages awarded.”“Assuming you won,” Connor interjected.“I would have
won,” Zane quipped. “Mr. Varos chose not to pursue the suit once the Sutters dropped theirs. I
suspect you know why.”Connor’s eyes dropped for the first time and a shadow passed over his
face. Zane felt the unreasonable urge to tell the other man to look at him.“How much?” Connor
persisted. “How much are you charging him for the work you did?”“I’m not,” Zane said. “Consider
it a favor,” he added, then returned his attention to his computer. But Connor still didn’t move.“A



favor for whom?” Connor asked. “I get the impression that you’re not exactly Jagger’s favorite
person.”Zane nearly laughed at that understatement. Jagger Varos had hated him from the get
go. Not that he blamed the guy considering the circumstances of their first meeting.“You did it for
Declan?” Connor suddenly said and Zane felt a rush of energy go through him at the mention of
his former lover. Things were getting more interesting by the moment.“He told you about us?”
Zane asked in surprise.Connor studied him for a moment and Zane realized he’d been had
when Connor murmured, “No.”It wasn’t often that someone got the best of him and he didn’t like
it one bit. “You’re lying,” Zane said coldly.Connor shook his head.“How?” Zane demanded, his
curiosity overtaking his anger.“Jagger’s a good guy – only reason he’d dislike someone as much
as he does you is if you were hurting someone he loved…or fucking them. Declan seems like the
kind of guy who can take care of himself so I figured it was the latter.”Anger seeped through
Zane. There was nothing he hated more than being made a fool of and he instantly went on the
attack. “Is that why he was the one getting sued and not you?” Zane sniped.“What do you
mean?”Zane delivered the final blow. “Maybe you should keep letting other people fight your
battles for you. From what I saw in that storeroom, you need it.”Connor felt like he’d been struck
but he managed to keep his expression neutral as he took in the man staring coldly at him. He
guessed him to be a little taller than his own six feet but he was definitely more built. Connor had
always struggled with his own lanky body and while it had filled out over the years, he’d always
look lean. That combined with his “prettiness” had gotten him his fair share of attention from
larger, more assertive men like the one sitting across from him, but it wasn’t until recently that
he’d allowed the distinction to evolve into something ugly. Jason Sutter had been like the man
now staring at him with unfettered condescension. And one of the first lessons Connor had
learned from Jason was that it didn’t matter if Connor spoke up or remained silent – he got the
same response either way.“How much?” Connor forced himself to ask once more.Emerald eyes
regarded him coolly and then Zane was punching something into his computer. The printer on
the credenza at the other side of the desk started spitting out pages and Zane snatched them up
and dropped them down on the desk in front of Connor.“Have a good day, Mr. Talbot,” he said
dismissively.Connor grabbed the pages up and stood. He ignored the jolt of pain in his leg and
made his way to the office door. As he scanned the pages in his hand, he nearly stopped when
he saw the enormous figure at the bottom of the last page. Despair went through him as he
realized the sum would eat up all the money he’d saved in the past year…the money that was
supposed to help him get at least part of his life back on track.“Oh, and Mr. Talbot…”Connor
stopped as the silky, cool voice washed over him and he tried to ignore the way his cock
immediately responded.“We don’t take payment plans.”Chapter 1The second he felt a heavy
hand close over his shoulder, Zane turned and swung his arm defensively as his other came up
to deflect the imminent blow. His swing missed its mark but still managed to make contact with a
beefy shoulder and he geared up for another punch when a heavy voice rattled through
him.“Fuck, Devereaux, what the hell is your problem?”Jagger Varos stepped back, probably to
avoid a second hit, but Zane was disappointed to see that his first contact barely even seemed



to register with the huge man.“Jesus, Varos,” Zane muttered as he straightened his suit. He
hadn’t even realized he’d dropped his bag until Jagger snatched it up and shoved it at him. It had
been several weeks since he’d last seen the man but he looked exactly the same – big, bald
headed, tattooed arms, wide shoulders. As Zane’s eyes traveled over the ragged scar on
Jagger’s cheek, he realized he didn’t look exactly the same – he looked light, content almost. In
love, Zane thought with a huff. And not just with Declan but with Ren Barretti as well. Fucker had
managed to bag himself not one, but two hot guys to go home to each night.“How did you get in
here?” Zane snapped in irritation as he looked around the parking garage. The last thing he’d
been expecting as he got off the elevator was to come face to face with the behemoth of a man
who’d been ready to tear him a new one more than once.“What the fuck is this?” Jagger
snapped as he held out a piece of paper.Zane took it from him and began walking to his car. His
Audi was just around the corner from the elevator and by the time he reached the sleek black
car, he’d figured out what he was looking at.“It’s a receipt,” he murmured as he scanned the
document until he found what he was looking for.“Why the fuck does it have Connor’s name on
it?” Jagger snarled.Zane shook his head as his eyes searched out the accounts receivable
information. He’d been pissed when he printed off the bill and hadn’t even thought for one
second that Connor would pay it. The only reason he’d even had the information about how
much time he’d spent on Jagger’s case available was for tracking purposes since he was
meticulous about his time.“He came to see me a couple of weeks ago to ask how much your bill
was.”He wasn’t surprised when Jagger got in his face. “Why the hell would you give him my bill
instead of sending it to me?” Jagger shouted.A mix of anger and frustration went through Zane
and he shoved Jagger away from him. “I wasn’t going to bill you, damn it,” he snapped. “I only
gave it to him so he’d shut up about paying it. I figured he’d see the amount and let it go.”Zane
could tell he’d caught Jagger off guard with his admission about not charging him and he
supposed if there hadn’t been the issue of Connor to deal with, Jagger would have laid him out
since he likely knew Zane had done the work for free because of his association with Declan. An
association Jagger wasn’t likely to forget any time soon.“You really are a piece of work,” Jagger
said. He snatched the receipt and held it up. “This was all the money he had and he had a hell of
a lot more important things to spend it on than you!”“Night Bob,” Connor said as he turned off the
‘Open’ light and watched the wobbly man walk to the waiting cab. As if on cue, he heard the
phone behind the bar ring and he hurried across the room and reached over the top of the bar to
snatch it up.“I just put him in a cab, Dorothy. He should be home in a few.” He listened to the
woman on the other end rant and rave about how her husband should be spending more time at
home with her instead of at the bar, but he kept his suspicions about Bob’s reasons for being
such a regular to himself. At least the man was smart enough to have a standing order for a cab
every Thursday night after making the walk from whatever factory he spent his days working as a
machinist at. And for all her complaining, the fact that Dorothy waited up for her husband week
after week had to mean something more than just being a nag. At least Connor liked to think so.
He’d only met her once but the way she’d doted on her husband never failed to remind Connor



of his own parents…minus the weekly bar visits, of course.“Okay, bye,” he murmured into the
phone. It took some maneuvering with his leg but he managed to get the cordless phone back in
the charger without having to go around the bar. As he turned to head back to the door to lock it,
he nearly slammed into someone standing behind him. Big hands came out to steady him and
panic went through him until he realized just whose fingers were pressed against his skin. And
then his panic turned into something else. Something that should have had him stepping
back.“We’re closed,” he managed to say to Zane who had yet to release him. When Zane did
finally drop his hands, Connor bit back the part of him that was wishing he hadn’t. He was
surprised when Zane turned to leave but his chest seized up when the other man walked up to
the door and locked it instead of leaving through it“Relax,” Zane murmured. “If I’d wanted to do
something to you, I’d have done it by now.”Fuck, how had he known?“It’s written all over your
face,” Zane said softly. So not only could the guy read his expressions, he could read his mind as
well.Connor shifted uncomfortably and he couldn’t stop himself from retreating until his back hit
the bar. “What are you doing here? I paid the entire balance.” But instead of answering him, Zane
suddenly closed the distance between them. His arm reached out and Connor instantly grabbed
it. “Don’t!” he warned as he tightened his grip on Zane’s wrist. It wasn’t until he saw the roll of
money in Zane’s hand that he realized the guy had only been reaching past him to put it on the
top of the bar.Shit.Zane tried to ignore the heat that flared to life where Connor’s fingers wrapped
around his wrist. He didn’t try to pull free of Connor’s tight grip even though his desire was
warring with the instinct to fight back.“Sorry,” Connor whispered as he released Zane. He
wondered if Connor even realized his other hand was pressed against Zane’s chest because
Zane sure as hell was aware of it. His entire body, and especially his cock, noticed the large
palm that was burning him through his dress shirt. If Connor hadn’t been so distracted, he
probably would have felt Zane’s heart pounding beneath his hand. And when several long, tense
seconds passed, Zane actually found himself stepping forward. He told himself it was just a test
to see if Connor backed off and had nothing to do with wanting to get a better look at the lips that
had parted in anticipation. And it definitely wasn’t an attempt to figure out how to get his hands
on the ass that had been on display for him just moments ago when Connor had been hanging
over the top of the bar.Connor’s eyes grew heavy as his lips fell to Zane’s and that was enough
to break Zane out of the spell he was in. He forced his wayward body to step back far enough
that Connor’s scorching touch finally disappeared, and the move seemed to snap Connor out of
his daze and he snatched up the roll of cash Zane had left on the bar.“I don’t want this,” Connor
said as he held the money out.“From what your friend tells me, it’s more about needing than
wanting.”Disappointment flared in Connor’s eyes for a moment but then he shoved the money at
Zane, who managed to grab it before it hit the floor.“Take it and go,” Connor snapped. “I’ll deal
with Jagger.”“Look, I don’t claim to be the nicest of guys but I’m not into taking money from
cripp-” Zane never even finished the word because Connor grabbed him by the throat and
shoved him back against the bar.“Don’t ever use that word around me again!” Connor
snarled.The outburst was so unexpected for someone he’d pegged as meek and quiet that Zane



couldn’t even find the words to respond at first. Or tell his cock to settle the fuck
down.“Thousands of men and women sacrificed their bodies and their lives so you could live
your high and mighty life and you will not” – Connor’s grip tightened on him – “refer to anyone,
myself included, that way again, do you hear me?”Zane nodded. It had been a shitty thing to say,
even if his intent had only been to rile Connor up.Connor released him. “Get the fuck out.” He
dropped his arm and began walking away.“So you’re really going to pick your pride over your
physical well-being?” Zane asked. He wasn’t surprised when Connor stopped but didn’t turn
around and Zane slowly closed the distance between them. “Even now it’s bothering you, isn’t
it?” Zane said quietly as his eyes fell to Connor’s left leg. “You’re trying not to put too much
weight on it.”Zane walked around Connor until he was facing him and held out the money. “Take
the money, Connor.”“No,” Connor responded firmly. His eyes refused to meet Zane’s and Zane
felt a moment of unreasonable frustration that the other man wouldn’t even look at him.Fuck this.
Zane shoved the money into his pocket and started heading for the door but then stopped. He
didn’t give a shit about this guy or his friends. Let that big fucker Varos come after him. Maybe a
good fight was what he needed to get him out of the funk he’d been in. So why the hell couldn’t
he walk away?“Damn it,” he muttered under his breath. Then in a louder voice he said, “You were
right. I did it for Declan.”Connor had been just about to enter the back room where his boss kept
a small desk and a couple of lockers when he heard the surprising admission. He forced himself
to turn around and saw that Zane hadn’t quite made it to the door. His back was ramrod straight
and his hands were tucked into his jacket. He wondered briefly why the guy was even wearing a
jacket considering the mild weather but he figured maybe it was all part of his look or something.
The look that said he made an outrageous amount of money and wasn’t afraid to let people
know it.“Why?” Connor asked. “Are you in love with him?” The question was completely
inappropriate and none of his business but he couldn’t help the curiosity that surged through
him.But the harsh, cynical laughter that erupted from Zane’s lips had him suspecting the answer.
Maybe if the laugh had sounded fake or forced…“Friends then,” Connor offered. He was glad
when Zane finally turned around but he wasn’t sure why. Connor slowly made his way back to
the bar and sat on one of the bar stools so he could take the pressure off his leg.“Friends,” Zane
repeated as if testing the word. But then he shook his head. “No, not friends...”“So you just go
around doing favors for every guy you used to fuck?”Zane’s brow creased and Connor couldn’t
help but wonder what it would feel like to soothe away the tension that seemed to consume the
other man. It was as if Zane hadn’t even considered whatever it was that he and Declan had had
between them until this very moment.“How did you lose the leg?” Zane asked suddenly.“IED,”
Connor answered without hesitation. “Why not just give the money to Jagger? Why bring it here
yourself?”Zane approached him slowly and Connor couldn’t help the shudder that went through
him.“I don’t believe in letting others fix my problems.”Zane was so close again that Connor could
smell the musky scent of man mixed with the slightest hint of cologne, maybe aftershave. He
could see the pulse thrumming in Zane’s neck and he wondered what it would feel like beneath
his lips. “So that’s what I am? A problem?” Since he was sitting, he had to tip his head back just



a little to keep eye contact with Zane.“Yeah,” Zane whispered and Connor froze up when he
lowered his head. But those firm, supple lips bypassed his mouth and grazed his cheek before
settling next to his ear. “You’re a big fucking problem.”Zane couldn’t stop himself from letting his
lips skim over Connor’s cheek once more as he pulled back. His whole body was humming with
need as his eyes dropped to Connor’s slightly parted lips and it took everything in him not to take
what Connor was clearly offering.“Take the money, Connor,” Zane said softly. He was surprised
to find that he actually wanted Connor to say yes and not just to get Jagger off his back. Connor
studied him for so long that Zane actually felt a knot of anxiety in his gut…it was like the guy was
trying to see through him.“I will if you tell me the truth,” Connor finally said. Their lips were still
just inches apart but Connor’s gaze never left his.“Truth about what?” Zane asked hesitantly.
God, he hated how off balance this man made him feel.“What was between you and
Declan?”Zane straightened to his full height since being so close to Connor’s waiting mouth was
messing with his head. “What is your obsession with me and Declan?” he muttered.“Answer the
question and we’re done here.”Zane took several steps back and ran a hand through his hair.
“He was a good fuck,” he bit out.“That’s it?”No.“Yes.”“Liar,” Connor whispered.“Why do you
care?” Zane said as he began to pace. “Do you have a thing for him or something?” Connor’s
patient look frustrated Zane even more than the fact that he didn’t respond to the question.
“Fine,” he barked. “He’s a good guy and even though I didn’t want more than what we had, I
didn’t like seeing him in so much pain, either.”Zane felt itchy and restless as he watched Connor
stand. The man tried to hide his pain with every step that brought him closer to Zane. When
Connor finally came to a stop in front of him and held out his hand expectantly, Zane reached
into his pocket and searched out the roll of money. He dropped it into Connor’s waiting
hand.“Thank you,” Connor said softly and Zane felt it all the way down in his bones. The
gratitude was genuine.When Connor made a move to step back, Zane gently curled his fingers
around Connor’s wrist and held him in place. “Is it enough?”Connor seemed confused by the
question. That or he was turned on because Zane didn’t miss the fact that Connor’s pulse was
increasing even now as Zane held him. God, if such a simple touch did this to Connor, what
would he be like in bed?“Do you have enough money to buy a new prosthesis?” Zane asked.He
was surprised when Connor didn’t try to pull away. He was even more surprised when Connor
readily answered him. “Not quite.”It was on the tip of Zane’s tongue to offer to give him the rest
but his common sense kicked in. Connor may have had some vulnerable moments like in the
storeroom that day, but he wasn’t vulnerable. He wasn’t weak. And he sure as hell had more than
his fair share of pride considering all the hoops Zane had had to jump through just to give him
something that was rightfully his.“Come on, I’ll walk you to your car. That much money in your
pocket, can’t be too careful,” Zane said as he released Connor’s arm.“No, it’s okay. I still have to
lock up,” Connor murmured. Zane had questioned enough witnesses to know when one was
hedging and Connor wasn’t a consummate liar to begin with.“No problem, I insist.”Connor
tucked the money into his pocket. “I take the bus.”There was still something Connor wasn’t
saying but Zane let it go because, quite simply, it wasn’t any of his business. “I’ll give you a lift



home.”“Zane-”Shit, there was his name on Connor’s lips again.“You’re a smart guy, Connor.
You’re obviously in pain and on top of that, you’re carrying around a shitload of cash. Do the
math and then tell yourself what the best course of action is.”Connor studied him for a moment
and then smiled that sweet, endearing smile that did crazy things to Zane’s insides. “Still think
you have a problem to fix, huh?”A flash of something equally hot and dark went through Zane
and he couldn’t help but step forward until he was once again in Connor’s space. “The only
problem I have right now is reminding myself why it would be a bad idea to lean you over that bar
of yours and fuck you so hard and so well that the only thing you’ll feel is that perfect ass of yours
crying out for me to do it all over again.”Chapter 1Chapter 1Chapter 1Chapter 1The second he
felt a heavy hand close over his shoulder, Zane turned and swung his arm defensively as his
other came up to deflect the imminent blow. His swing missed its mark but still managed to make
contact with a beefy shoulder and he geared up for another punch when a heavy voice rattled
through him.“Fuck, Devereaux, what the hell is your problem?”Jagger Varos stepped back,
probably to avoid a second hit, but Zane was disappointed to see that his first contact barely
even seemed to register with the huge man.“Jesus, Varos,” Zane muttered as he straightened his
suit. He hadn’t even realized he’d dropped his bag until Jagger snatched it up and shoved it at
him. It had been several weeks since he’d last seen the man but he looked exactly the same –
big, bald headed, tattooed arms, wide shoulders. As Zane’s eyes traveled over the ragged scar
on Jagger’s cheek, he realized he didn’t look exactly the same – he looked light, content almost.
In love, Zane thought with a huff. And not just with Declan but with Ren Barretti as well. Fucker
had managed to bag himself not one, but two hot guys to go home to each night.“How did you
get in here?” Zane snapped in irritation as he looked around the parking garage. The last thing
he’d been expecting as he got off the elevator was to come face to face with the behemoth of a
man who’d been ready to tear him a new one more than once.“What the fuck is this?” Jagger
snapped as he held out a piece of paper.Zane took it from him and began walking to his car. His
Audi was just around the corner from the elevator and by the time he reached the sleek black
car, he’d figured out what he was looking at.“It’s a receipt,” he murmured as he scanned the
document until he found what he was looking for.“Why the fuck does it have Connor’s name on
it?” Jagger snarled.Zane shook his head as his eyes searched out the accounts receivable
information. He’d been pissed when he printed off the bill and hadn’t even thought for one
second that Connor would pay it. The only reason he’d even had the information about how
much time he’d spent on Jagger’s case available was for tracking purposes since he was
meticulous about his time.“He came to see me a couple of weeks ago to ask how much your bill
was.”He wasn’t surprised when Jagger got in his face. “Why the hell would you give him my bill
instead of sending it to me?” Jagger shouted.A mix of anger and frustration went through Zane
and he shoved Jagger away from him. “I wasn’t going to bill you, damn it,” he snapped. “I only
gave it to him so he’d shut up about paying it. I figured he’d see the amount and let it go.”Zane
could tell he’d caught Jagger off guard with his admission about not charging him and he
supposed if there hadn’t been the issue of Connor to deal with, Jagger would have laid him out



since he likely knew Zane had done the work for free because of his association with Declan. An
association Jagger wasn’t likely to forget any time soon.“You really are a piece of work,” Jagger
said. He snatched the receipt and held it up. “This was all the money he had and he had a hell of
a lot more important things to spend it on than you!”“Night Bob,” Connor said as he turned off the
‘Open’ light and watched the wobbly man walk to the waiting cab. As if on cue, he heard the
phone behind the bar ring and he hurried across the room and reached over the top of the bar to
snatch it up.“I just put him in a cab, Dorothy. He should be home in a few.” He listened to the
woman on the other end rant and rave about how her husband should be spending more time at
home with her instead of at the bar, but he kept his suspicions about Bob’s reasons for being
such a regular to himself. At least the man was smart enough to have a standing order for a cab
every Thursday night after making the walk from whatever factory he spent his days working as a
machinist at. And for all her complaining, the fact that Dorothy waited up for her husband week
after week had to mean something more than just being a nag. At least Connor liked to think so.
He’d only met her once but the way she’d doted on her husband never failed to remind Connor
of his own parents…minus the weekly bar visits, of course.“Okay, bye,” he murmured into the
phone. It took some maneuvering with his leg but he managed to get the cordless phone back in
the charger without having to go around the bar. As he turned to head back to the door to lock it,
he nearly slammed into someone standing behind him. Big hands came out to steady him and
panic went through him until he realized just whose fingers were pressed against his skin. And
then his panic turned into something else. Something that should have had him stepping
back.“We’re closed,” he managed to say to Zane who had yet to release him. When Zane did
finally drop his hands, Connor bit back the part of him that was wishing he hadn’t. He was
surprised when Zane turned to leave but his chest seized up when the other man walked up to
the door and locked it instead of leaving through it“Relax,” Zane murmured. “If I’d wanted to do
something to you, I’d have done it by now.”Fuck, how had he known?“It’s written all over your
face,” Zane said softly. So not only could the guy read his expressions, he could read his mind as
well.Connor shifted uncomfortably and he couldn’t stop himself from retreating until his back hit
the bar. “What are you doing here? I paid the entire balance.” But instead of answering him, Zane
suddenly closed the distance between them. His arm reached out and Connor instantly grabbed
it. “Don’t!” he warned as he tightened his grip on Zane’s wrist. It wasn’t until he saw the roll of
money in Zane’s hand that he realized the guy had only been reaching past him to put it on the
top of the bar.Shit.Zane tried to ignore the heat that flared to life where Connor’s fingers wrapped
around his wrist. He didn’t try to pull free of Connor’s tight grip even though his desire was
warring with the instinct to fight back.“Sorry,” Connor whispered as he released Zane. He
wondered if Connor even realized his other hand was pressed against Zane’s chest because
Zane sure as hell was aware of it. His entire body, and especially his cock, noticed the large
palm that was burning him through his dress shirt. If Connor hadn’t been so distracted, he
probably would have felt Zane’s heart pounding beneath his hand. And when several long, tense
seconds passed, Zane actually found himself stepping forward. He told himself it was just a test



to see if Connor backed off and had nothing to do with wanting to get a better look at the lips that
had parted in anticipation. And it definitely wasn’t an attempt to figure out how to get his hands
on the ass that had been on display for him just moments ago when Connor had been hanging
over the top of the bar.Connor’s eyes grew heavy as his lips fell to Zane’s and that was enough
to break Zane out of the spell he was in. He forced his wayward body to step back far enough
that Connor’s scorching touch finally disappeared, and the move seemed to snap Connor out of
his daze and he snatched up the roll of cash Zane had left on the bar.“I don’t want this,” Connor
said as he held the money out.“From what your friend tells me, it’s more about needing than
wanting.”Disappointment flared in Connor’s eyes for a moment but then he shoved the money at
Zane, who managed to grab it before it hit the floor.“Take it and go,” Connor snapped. “I’ll deal
with Jagger.”“Look, I don’t claim to be the nicest of guys but I’m not into taking money from
cripp-” Zane never even finished the word because Connor grabbed him by the throat and
shoved him back against the bar.“Don’t ever use that word around me again!” Connor
snarled.The outburst was so unexpected for someone he’d pegged as meek and quiet that Zane
couldn’t even find the words to respond at first. Or tell his cock to settle the fuck
down.“Thousands of men and women sacrificed their bodies and their lives so you could live
your high and mighty life and you will not” – Connor’s grip tightened on him – “refer to anyone,
myself included, that way again, do you hear me?”Zane nodded. It had been a shitty thing to say,
even if his intent had only been to rile Connor up.Connor released him. “Get the fuck out.” He
dropped his arm and began walking away.“So you’re really going to pick your pride over your
physical well-being?” Zane asked. He wasn’t surprised when Connor stopped but didn’t turn
around and Zane slowly closed the distance between them. “Even now it’s bothering you, isn’t
it?” Zane said quietly as his eyes fell to Connor’s left leg. “You’re trying not to put too much
weight on it.”Zane walked around Connor until he was facing him and held out the money. “Take
the money, Connor.”“No,” Connor responded firmly. His eyes refused to meet Zane’s and Zane
felt a moment of unreasonable frustration that the other man wouldn’t even look at him.Fuck this.
Zane shoved the money into his pocket and started heading for the door but then stopped. He
didn’t give a shit about this guy or his friends. Let that big fucker Varos come after him. Maybe a
good fight was what he needed to get him out of the funk he’d been in. So why the hell couldn’t
he walk away?“Damn it,” he muttered under his breath. Then in a louder voice he said, “You were
right. I did it for Declan.”Connor had been just about to enter the back room where his boss kept
a small desk and a couple of lockers when he heard the surprising admission. He forced himself
to turn around and saw that Zane hadn’t quite made it to the door. His back was ramrod straight
and his hands were tucked into his jacket. He wondered briefly why the guy was even wearing a
jacket considering the mild weather but he figured maybe it was all part of his look or something.
The look that said he made an outrageous amount of money and wasn’t afraid to let people
know it.“Why?” Connor asked. “Are you in love with him?” The question was completely
inappropriate and none of his business but he couldn’t help the curiosity that surged through
him.But the harsh, cynical laughter that erupted from Zane’s lips had him suspecting the answer.



Maybe if the laugh had sounded fake or forced…“Friends then,” Connor offered. He was glad
when Zane finally turned around but he wasn’t sure why. Connor slowly made his way back to
the bar and sat on one of the bar stools so he could take the pressure off his leg.“Friends,” Zane
repeated as if testing the word. But then he shook his head. “No, not friends...”“So you just go
around doing favors for every guy you used to fuck?”Zane’s brow creased and Connor couldn’t
help but wonder what it would feel like to soothe away the tension that seemed to consume the
other man. It was as if Zane hadn’t even considered whatever it was that he and Declan had had
between them until this very moment.“How did you lose the leg?” Zane asked suddenly.“IED,”
Connor answered without hesitation. “Why not just give the money to Jagger? Why bring it here
yourself?”Zane approached him slowly and Connor couldn’t help the shudder that went through
him.“I don’t believe in letting others fix my problems.”Zane was so close again that Connor could
smell the musky scent of man mixed with the slightest hint of cologne, maybe aftershave. He
could see the pulse thrumming in Zane’s neck and he wondered what it would feel like beneath
his lips. “So that’s what I am? A problem?” Since he was sitting, he had to tip his head back just
a little to keep eye contact with Zane.“Yeah,” Zane whispered and Connor froze up when he
lowered his head. But those firm, supple lips bypassed his mouth and grazed his cheek before
settling next to his ear. “You’re a big fucking problem.”Zane couldn’t stop himself from letting his
lips skim over Connor’s cheek once more as he pulled back. His whole body was humming with
need as his eyes dropped to Connor’s slightly parted lips and it took everything in him not to take
what Connor was clearly offering.“Take the money, Connor,” Zane said softly. He was surprised
to find that he actually wanted Connor to say yes and not just to get Jagger off his back. Connor
studied him for so long that Zane actually felt a knot of anxiety in his gut…it was like the guy was
trying to see through him.“I will if you tell me the truth,” Connor finally said. Their lips were still
just inches apart but Connor’s gaze never left his.“Truth about what?” Zane asked hesitantly.
God, he hated how off balance this man made him feel.“What was between you and
Declan?”Zane straightened to his full height since being so close to Connor’s waiting mouth was
messing with his head. “What is your obsession with me and Declan?” he muttered.“Answer the
question and we’re done here.”Zane took several steps back and ran a hand through his hair.
“He was a good fuck,” he bit out.“That’s it?”No.“Yes.”“Liar,” Connor whispered.“Why do you
care?” Zane said as he began to pace. “Do you have a thing for him or something?” Connor’s
patient look frustrated Zane even more than the fact that he didn’t respond to the question.
“Fine,” he barked. “He’s a good guy and even though I didn’t want more than what we had, I
didn’t like seeing him in so much pain, either.”Zane felt itchy and restless as he watched Connor
stand. The man tried to hide his pain with every step that brought him closer to Zane. When
Connor finally came to a stop in front of him and held out his hand expectantly, Zane reached
into his pocket and searched out the roll of money. He dropped it into Connor’s waiting
hand.“Thank you,” Connor said softly and Zane felt it all the way down in his bones. The
gratitude was genuine.When Connor made a move to step back, Zane gently curled his fingers
around Connor’s wrist and held him in place. “Is it enough?”Connor seemed confused by the



question. That or he was turned on because Zane didn’t miss the fact that Connor’s pulse was
increasing even now as Zane held him. God, if such a simple touch did this to Connor, what
would he be like in bed?“Do you have enough money to buy a new prosthesis?” Zane asked.He
was surprised when Connor didn’t try to pull away. He was even more surprised when Connor
readily answered him. “Not quite.”It was on the tip of Zane’s tongue to offer to give him the rest
but his common sense kicked in. Connor may have had some vulnerable moments like in the
storeroom that day, but he wasn’t vulnerable. He wasn’t weak. And he sure as hell had more than
his fair share of pride considering all the hoops Zane had had to jump through just to give him
something that was rightfully his.“Come on, I’ll walk you to your car. That much money in your
pocket, can’t be too careful,” Zane said as he released Connor’s arm.“No, it’s okay. I still have to
lock up,” Connor murmured. Zane had questioned enough witnesses to know when one was
hedging and Connor wasn’t a consummate liar to begin with.“No problem, I insist.”Connor
tucked the money into his pocket. “I take the bus.”There was still something Connor wasn’t
saying but Zane let it go because, quite simply, it wasn’t any of his business. “I’ll give you a lift
home.”“Zane-”Shit, there was his name on Connor’s lips again.“You’re a smart guy, Connor.
You’re obviously in pain and on top of that, you’re carrying around a shitload of cash. Do the
math and then tell yourself what the best course of action is.”Connor studied him for a moment
and then smiled that sweet, endearing smile that did crazy things to Zane’s insides. “Still think
you have a problem to fix, huh?”A flash of something equally hot and dark went through Zane
and he couldn’t help but step forward until he was once again in Connor’s space. “The only
problem I have right now is reminding myself why it would be a bad idea to lean you over that bar
of yours and fuck you so hard and so well that the only thing you’ll feel is that perfect ass of yours
crying out for me to do it all over again.”Chapter 2Connor wasn’t surprised to see Declan Hale
trotting quickly down the stairs within seconds of the desk sergeant letting the detective know
Connor was there.“Everything okay, Connor?” Declan asked as he hurried over to where Connor
was sitting in one of the chairs near the precinct’s main entrance. He couldn’t blame the guy for
automatically assuming the worst since the last time they’d seen each other hadn’t been
Connor’s finest moment.“Yeah, I’m good,” Connor quickly reassured him. He smiled at the relief
that flooded Declan’s face.“What’s going on?” Declan asked in confusion.“Do you have a second
to talk?” Connor asked as he rose to his feet. His leg hurt like a son of a bitch but he was more
nervous about the awkward conversation he was about to force upon his best friend’s lover. If the
stakes weren’t so high, he would have scrapped the whole plan long before he’d even entered
the building.“Sure, let’s go upstairs to my desk,” Declan said. “Is Sutter bothering you again?” he
quickly asked, his voice heavy with anger. God, Jagger really was one lucky son of a bitch.“Um,
it’s actually kind of personal. Do you mind if we talk outside?” he asked.Declan looked surprised
but he quickly nodded. “Sure. There’s a coffee shop next door.”It took only a few minutes to get
to the small and luckily quiet coffee shop and he waved Declan off when he tried to pay for their
coffee. Connor’s agitation had him fidgeting as they waited for their order and once they were
seated he found it difficult to get the words out. But Declan just waited him out and Connor



couldn’t help but think how different Jagger and Declan were. Declan was cool and quiet
whereas Jagger was blunt and hot-tempered. Two complete opposites who had somehow made
it work.“How’s Ren?” Connor asked, though he knew part of him was just stalling.“He’s good,”
Declan said as his eyes lit up with pleasure at the mention of his and Jagger’s lover. “Indiana was
tough but he’s glad to have it behind him.”Connor nodded. Ren was someone he’d also only met
on a few occasions though he and the former soldier had a lot in common since they were both
still struggling with the aftereffects of a war that had left each of them with wounds that would
likely never fully heal. But Connor considered himself lucky since Ren had spent more than a
year being tortured by the terrorists that had held him hostage after ambushing and killing his
unit. Connor had seen Ren’s severe PTSD first hand and knew it was something the other man
would struggle with for the rest of his life. From the little that Jagger had told him, their recent trip
to Indiana had been about delivering one of Ren’s comrade’s final message to his loved
ones.Connor took a sip of his coffee as he tried to figure out how to approach the delicate
subject. It didn’t matter how many times he’d rehearsed it in his head, it was still
awkward.“Declan, I would never want to put you in a position where you had to lie to Jagger,” he
began and he saw Declan tense up at the words. “So I’m just going to ask you one question and
hope that you’ll respect my need not to go into any details.”“Okay,” Declan said warily.Fuck, he
just needed to get this out. “I know you and Zane had something going on before you got
together with Jagger and Ren.” Declan straightened in his seat and looked uncomfortable but he
remained quiet. “I just need to know if you trust him.”“Zane?” Declan asked.Connor nodded. He
could feel his skin heating up as Declan began to register what he was asking and he had no
doubt that the sharp cop was already working towards the obvious conclusion. He could already
see the argument forming as Declan opened his mouth and a rush of unexpected desperation
went through Connor.“Please, Declan…please just answer the question. I need this,” he
whispered. He didn’t realize he’d dropped his eyes until a big hand closed over the fingers he
had clenched around the coffee cup.“Connor, look at me,” Declan said softly. Connor forced
himself to lift his eyes as the shame went through him but he was surprised when he saw
understanding instead of judgement. “I trust him.”When Declan didn’t say anything else, Connor
nodded. “Please don’t tell Jagger. He won’t understand,” Connor said quietly.“I won’t,” Declan
responded. Declan patted his hand gently before removing it and Connor quickly stood.“Thank
you,” he said as he turned to go. But when Declan called his name, Connor steadied himself for
the lecture he knew was coming.“I’m here if you ever need to talk,” was all Declan said and
Connor cast him a quick glance over his shoulder. The offer was unexpected but he could tell it
was sincere. He jerked his head in a quick nod and then left the coffee shop.Zane was on edge
as he exited the elevator and he half expected Jagger to be waiting for him again with more
threats to kick his ass. After all, the last thing he’d said to Connor last night hadn’t exactly been
the most sensitive or appropriate and it wouldn’t have surprised him if Connor’s watchdog came
after him for the crude words. But then again, Connor hadn’t exactly looked offended by what
he’d said. In fact, Zane hadn’t been able to decipher any reaction at all since he’d been too busy



picturing the image of the scenario he’d described. It had been sheer will that had had him
drawing back so Connor could finish locking up the bar and they hadn’t exchanged a single word
as he’d driven Connor to his apartment other than Connor telling him where to turn.It hadn’t
come as much of a surprise that Connor lived in a crappy part of town or that his place looked
like a dump from the outside. The run down house had clearly been converted into multiple units
and Connor’s was on the bottom. It had been too dark to see the condition of the building but
what he had seen had been disturbing…and all too familiar.Zane dug around his pocket until he
found his keys but came to a halt when he saw the object of his thoughts leaning against his car.
An instant surge of lust shot through him followed by a wave of annoyance. He’d spent the better
part of last night and today trying to get his attraction to this man out of his head and here he
was again. He let his eyes trail up and down Connor’s long body and he felt his cock swell even
more.“I’m really going to need to talk to security about people getting into this garage,” Zane
muttered as he unlocked his car. “Did I get the amount wrong?” he asked as he stepped past
Connor and tossed his bag into the back seat.“Did you mean what you said last night?” Connor
asked.“I said a lot of things last night,” Zane said as he reached past Connor who was leaning
against the driver’s side door. But Connor didn’t move when Zane lifted the door handle.“Can
you make it so that I’d want you to do it to me over and over?”Zane stilled and then lifted his eyes
to meet Connor’s. He knew exactly what the man was referring to. “Yes,” he said simply.Connor
studied him for a moment. “Where and when?”Zane let his eyes slowly travel up and down the
length of Connor’s body. He didn’t miss the outline of Connor’s erection pressing against his
jeans. At his perusal, Connor’s breathing increased and Zane nearly shook his head at the
intensity of the chemistry between them.“I don’t think so,” Zane finally said.Connor’s eyes
flashed with disappointment and then something else. “Is it the leg?” he finally asked.“I don’t give
a shit about the leg,” Zane murmured as his traitorous body shifted so that there were mere
millimeters separating his and Connor’s bodies.“Is it because of what happened in the
storeroom with Jason?” Zane bit back a groan as Connor straightened enough so that their
bodies touched.“It’s because you’ll want it to be more than it is.”“More than fucking, you mean?”
Connor whispered.Zane nodded. “Tell me you’re not the kind of guy who wants dates and
handholding and pretty words.”“So you’ve got me all figured out, huh?” Connor responded.“That
doesn’t sound like a denial to me.” The rest of his argument died in his throat when a hand
suddenly stroked over his cock through his slacks.“Do you want to know what I did last night
when I got home?” Connor asked softly as his hand squeezed Zane. “I pretended my kitchen
counter was the bar and I leaned against it.”Zane’s whole body lit up as Connor suddenly leaned
forward and ran his tongue along Zane’s throat. His warm breath skittered over Zane’s skin as he
spoke and his hand began rubbing back and forth over Zane’s shaft.“I could feel you against me.
In me. Slow at first, then faster…harder.”Zane found himself pressing Connor back against the
car as he began grinding his hips against Connor’s hand.“You weren’t making love to me or
whispering soft words in my ear. There were no gentle touches or soft kisses. You didn’t even
speak. You took what you wanted and I loved every fucking second of it. You want to know why?”



Connor asked.“Why?” Zane managed.“Because it was exactly what I needed…what my body
needed and you knew it. I shot so hard and so long I wouldn’t be surprised if some of my come
permanently stained the cabinet.”Connor’s hand suddenly stopped moving but when he made a
move to remove it from Zane’s now pulsing cock, Zane covered Connor’s hand with his and held
him there. He grabbed Connor by the throat with his free hand.“Rules,” Zane snarled. “I never
bottom and the only thing my mouth will be touching is your cock and even that’s not a
guarantee. We don’t speak beyond you telling me what you do and don’t want and when I’m
done, I’m gone.”Connor’s hand flexed over his dick briefly as he nodded. “I have one
condition.”Zane gentled his grip on Connor’s throat and absentmindedly began rubbing his
thumb over the pulse that was pounding against it. He gave Connor an almost imperceptible nod
to continue.“That day in the storeroom you saw that I was…” Connor seemed to be at a loss for
words and even in the poorly lit garage, Zane could see a flush of color rising in his
cheeks.“Confused,” Zane supplied. He knew whatever had been happening to Connor during
Jason’s attack was much more than that but he wasn’t going to try to put a label on it.Chapter
2Chapter 2Chapter 2Chapter 2Connor wasn’t surprised to see Declan Hale trotting quickly
down the stairs within seconds of the desk sergeant letting the detective know Connor was
there.“Everything okay, Connor?” Declan asked as he hurried over to where Connor was sitting
in one of the chairs near the precinct’s main entrance. He couldn’t blame the guy for
automatically assuming the worst since the last time they’d seen each other hadn’t been
Connor’s finest moment.“Yeah, I’m good,” Connor quickly reassured him. He smiled at the relief
that flooded Declan’s face.“What’s going on?” Declan asked in confusion.“Do you have a second
to talk?” Connor asked as he rose to his feet. His leg hurt like a son of a bitch but he was more
nervous about the awkward conversation he was about to force upon his best friend’s lover. If the
stakes weren’t so high, he would have scrapped the whole plan long before he’d even entered
the building.“Sure, let’s go upstairs to my desk,” Declan said. “Is Sutter bothering you again?” he
quickly asked, his voice heavy with anger. God, Jagger really was one lucky son of a bitch.“Um,
it’s actually kind of personal. Do you mind if we talk outside?” he asked.Declan looked surprised
but he quickly nodded. “Sure. There’s a coffee shop next door.”It took only a few minutes to get
to the small and luckily quiet coffee shop and he waved Declan off when he tried to pay for their
coffee. Connor’s agitation had him fidgeting as they waited for their order and once they were
seated he found it difficult to get the words out. But Declan just waited him out and Connor
couldn’t help but think how different Jagger and Declan were. Declan was cool and quiet
whereas Jagger was blunt and hot-tempered. Two complete opposites who had somehow made
it work.“How’s Ren?” Connor asked, though he knew part of him was just stalling.“He’s good,”
Declan said as his eyes lit up with pleasure at the mention of his and Jagger’s lover. “Indiana was
tough but he’s glad to have it behind him.”Connor nodded. Ren was someone he’d also only met
on a few occasions though he and the former soldier had a lot in common since they were both
still struggling with the aftereffects of a war that had left each of them with wounds that would
likely never fully heal. But Connor considered himself lucky since Ren had spent more than a



year being tortured by the terrorists that had held him hostage after ambushing and killing his
unit. Connor had seen Ren’s severe PTSD first hand and knew it was something the other man
would struggle with for the rest of his life. From the little that Jagger had told him, their recent trip
to Indiana had been about delivering one of Ren’s comrade’s final message to his loved
ones.Connor took a sip of his coffee as he tried to figure out how to approach the delicate
subject. It didn’t matter how many times he’d rehearsed it in his head, it was still
awkward.“Declan, I would never want to put you in a position where you had to lie to Jagger,” he
began and he saw Declan tense up at the words. “So I’m just going to ask you one question and
hope that you’ll respect my need not to go into any details.”“Okay,” Declan said warily.Fuck, he
just needed to get this out. “I know you and Zane had something going on before you got
together with Jagger and Ren.” Declan straightened in his seat and looked uncomfortable but he
remained quiet. “I just need to know if you trust him.”“Zane?” Declan asked.Connor nodded. He
could feel his skin heating up as Declan began to register what he was asking and he had no
doubt that the sharp cop was already working towards the obvious conclusion. He could already
see the argument forming as Declan opened his mouth and a rush of unexpected desperation
went through Connor.“Please, Declan…please just answer the question. I need this,” he
whispered. He didn’t realize he’d dropped his eyes until a big hand closed over the fingers he
had clenched around the coffee cup.“Connor, look at me,” Declan said softly. Connor forced
himself to lift his eyes as the shame went through him but he was surprised when he saw
understanding instead of judgement. “I trust him.”When Declan didn’t say anything else, Connor
nodded. “Please don’t tell Jagger. He won’t understand,” Connor said quietly.“I won’t,” Declan
responded. Declan patted his hand gently before removing it and Connor quickly stood.“Thank
you,” he said as he turned to go. But when Declan called his name, Connor steadied himself for
the lecture he knew was coming.“I’m here if you ever need to talk,” was all Declan said and
Connor cast him a quick glance over his shoulder. The offer was unexpected but he could tell it
was sincere. He jerked his head in a quick nod and then left the coffee shop.Zane was on edge
as he exited the elevator and he half expected Jagger to be waiting for him again with more
threats to kick his ass. After all, the last thing he’d said to Connor last night hadn’t exactly been
the most sensitive or appropriate and it wouldn’t have surprised him if Connor’s watchdog came
after him for the crude words. But then again, Connor hadn’t exactly looked offended by what
he’d said. In fact, Zane hadn’t been able to decipher any reaction at all since he’d been too busy
picturing the image of the scenario he’d described. It had been sheer will that had had him
drawing back so Connor could finish locking up the bar and they hadn’t exchanged a single word
as he’d driven Connor to his apartment other than Connor telling him where to turn.It hadn’t
come as much of a surprise that Connor lived in a crappy part of town or that his place looked
like a dump from the outside. The run down house had clearly been converted into multiple units
and Connor’s was on the bottom. It had been too dark to see the condition of the building but
what he had seen had been disturbing…and all too familiar.Zane dug around his pocket until he
found his keys but came to a halt when he saw the object of his thoughts leaning against his car.



An instant surge of lust shot through him followed by a wave of annoyance. He’d spent the better
part of last night and today trying to get his attraction to this man out of his head and here he
was again. He let his eyes trail up and down Connor’s long body and he felt his cock swell even
more.“I’m really going to need to talk to security about people getting into this garage,” Zane
muttered as he unlocked his car. “Did I get the amount wrong?” he asked as he stepped past
Connor and tossed his bag into the back seat.“Did you mean what you said last night?” Connor
asked.“I said a lot of things last night,” Zane said as he reached past Connor who was leaning
against the driver’s side door. But Connor didn’t move when Zane lifted the door handle.“Can
you make it so that I’d want you to do it to me over and over?”Zane stilled and then lifted his eyes
to meet Connor’s. He knew exactly what the man was referring to. “Yes,” he said simply.Connor
studied him for a moment. “Where and when?”Zane let his eyes slowly travel up and down the
length of Connor’s body. He didn’t miss the outline of Connor’s erection pressing against his
jeans. At his perusal, Connor’s breathing increased and Zane nearly shook his head at the
intensity of the chemistry between them.“I don’t think so,” Zane finally said.Connor’s eyes
flashed with disappointment and then something else. “Is it the leg?” he finally asked.“I don’t give
a shit about the leg,” Zane murmured as his traitorous body shifted so that there were mere
millimeters separating his and Connor’s bodies.“Is it because of what happened in the
storeroom with Jason?” Zane bit back a groan as Connor straightened enough so that their
bodies touched.“It’s because you’ll want it to be more than it is.”“More than fucking, you mean?”
Connor whispered.Zane nodded. “Tell me you’re not the kind of guy who wants dates and
handholding and pretty words.”“So you’ve got me all figured out, huh?” Connor responded.“That
doesn’t sound like a denial to me.” The rest of his argument died in his throat when a hand
suddenly stroked over his cock through his slacks.“Do you want to know what I did last night
when I got home?” Connor asked softly as his hand squeezed Zane. “I pretended my kitchen
counter was the bar and I leaned against it.”Zane’s whole body lit up as Connor suddenly leaned
forward and ran his tongue along Zane’s throat. His warm breath skittered over Zane’s skin as he
spoke and his hand began rubbing back and forth over Zane’s shaft.“I could feel you against me.
In me. Slow at first, then faster…harder.”Zane found himself pressing Connor back against the
car as he began grinding his hips against Connor’s hand.“You weren’t making love to me or
whispering soft words in my ear. There were no gentle touches or soft kisses. You didn’t even
speak. You took what you wanted and I loved every fucking second of it. You want to know why?”
Connor asked.“Why?” Zane managed.“Because it was exactly what I needed…what my body
needed and you knew it. I shot so hard and so long I wouldn’t be surprised if some of my come
permanently stained the cabinet.”Connor’s hand suddenly stopped moving but when he made a
move to remove it from Zane’s now pulsing cock, Zane covered Connor’s hand with his and held
him there. He grabbed Connor by the throat with his free hand.“Rules,” Zane snarled. “I never
bottom and the only thing my mouth will be touching is your cock and even that’s not a
guarantee. We don’t speak beyond you telling me what you do and don’t want and when I’m
done, I’m gone.”Connor’s hand flexed over his dick briefly as he nodded. “I have one



condition.”Zane gentled his grip on Connor’s throat and absentmindedly began rubbing his
thumb over the pulse that was pounding against it. He gave Connor an almost imperceptible nod
to continue.“That day in the storeroom you saw that I was…” Connor seemed to be at a loss for
words and even in the poorly lit garage, Zane could see a flush of color rising in his
cheeks.“Confused,” Zane supplied. He knew whatever had been happening to Connor during
Jason’s attack was much more than that but he wasn’t going to try to put a label on it.
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Swaffy67, “This was a wonderful ending to a hot. This was a wonderful ending to a hot, sexy and
beautiful series. Do I hate that it's over? HELL YES, but I'm selfish that way. This book hit me
emotionally, which tells me it's a great book. SK really took the time to beautifully express the
emotions of both Connor and Zane, two broken souls who were able to barely keep their heads
above water yet find something with each other. Reading the constant struggles with these two
men was hard to read and there were a few times that I felt myself with stinging eyes and a fast
heartbeat. Connor and Zane were so hot together, yet also very loving and respectful. The HEA
of Connor and Zane was unexpected but fantastic and I found myself cheering! SK also did a
fantastic job in the end wrapping everything up with all of the characters (unfortunately that
means it's really over....). I absolutely loved this series, as well as the Escort Series (Logan and
Dom's story is my absolute favorite). These books were so well written, every time the next book
came out, I would read them again from the beginning before reading the latest book just so I
could re-acquaint myself with all of the characters again. Yes, SK stays in my TBR again queue.
Thank you SK for keeping me well entertained and for letting me into these fictional lives. I can't
wait to see what you write next!”

Long time reader, “Amazing read!. When I started the series, I didn’t think I was going to enjoy
this as much as I did. This book was the perfect ending and I couldn’t stop reading until I found
out what happened with Zane and Connor. The way that the author links the characters and their
stories is amazing. It feels like a Big Family coming together. Another 4.5 stars to Sloane
Kennedy and a definitely 5 stars to Michael Dean (narrator)Any book narrated by Michael Dean
is a must to my book list! ”

Misanthropic, “Great wrap up. I've enjoyed all the M/M stories in both of the series with Logan
and the Barretti family and friends. This was another good, easy to read story with Zane and
Connor, Jagger and Declan's friends. Zane had a bad past, as did Connor, but Connor also
suffers from physical issues and PTSD caused by war and imprisonment. They managed to
build a relationship, while other ghosts from their pasts continued to create problems. The part
near the ending kind of had a little much squeezed into it. The action part was a little OTT. Also,
in the course of the book, most problems and issues were resolved a little too easily. There was
some angst involved, at least. It was a nice ending to the series, with a little peek into the future.
For those who don't for, or who do, there are quite a few sex scenes. If you've read the series, it
should be no surprise. Looking forward to more M/M from this author.”

Ed F., “More Zane and Conner. Sloane Kennedy made me fall in love with Zane and Conner. I
finished reading this book a few days ago, and I miss these guys. Zane and Conner are two
kindred spirits who were destined to meet. The guys may not know it at first, but the reader can
sense they truly care for each other. Their caring actions, and sensitivity toward one another is



simply amazing. The history of each man is filled with sadness and loss and abuse. It's hard to
believe that they each persevered. Conner is blessed with the best friends. They would do
anything for him. Conner has a good heart, and he deserves all the love that comes his way.
Zane comes off as a rich, self absorbed jerk. But underneath that rough exterior is a kind, caring,
loving human being. He wasn't looking for love, but found it, and learned to embrace it. The story
takes many twists and turns. The sex scenes are hot, but the story is so gripping, I wanted to get
passed them and get back to the drama.”

Teena S, “Zane fights hard and gets the life he wants. Sloane Kennedy has done it again with a
great story in the wonderful series Barretti Security. Zane is an attorney working his tail off to
make partner. Unfortunately it means he has no life outside of work. Zane meets Connor and
his idea of no room for relationships gets thrown out. Zane looks after Connor and tries to help
him even though he has his own secrets and dull life before he met Connor. They work to help
each other and Barretti Security. This book is another must read as the other 3 in the series and
again all the characters in books 1 2 and 3 are here also so you get to see how their lives are
too. The epilogue brings this series to a full circle and I miss reading about them as this is the
last book in the series.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Freeing Zane. What a way to end a series. Full of emotions and
characters you've come to love and care for.  Great story.”

Gwen James, “Zane and Connor. This was my favorite out of all the books. I did not want it to
end.  I look forward to reading Brennan story.”

Ebook Library Reader Cathy L, “Fantastic ending to this series.. I am sad to see the Barretti
stories end, but this final book has wrapped it all up nicely. I will always have a soft spot for
Conner, who gave up so much fighting for his country, and Zane, the man that helps him feel
whole. We get to see where all our favorite characters are, and how their families have all grown.
Thank you Sloane  Kennedy  for bringing these wonderful characters too life.”

ROROBLUSMUM, “A great end to the series...but with a few...future possibilities? I wonder...and
will beg, plead and hint til there's more!. This is the 4th and final instalment in the BS series and
can be read as a standalone, but, as other characters from previous books make the odd
appearance, and as the epilogue is a catch-up of leads present and past, it's best to read the
books in order.It runs pretty true to the blurb, so I won't repeat any of that, but what the blurb
doesn't convey are the emotions in this tale, the sexiness and the hot, seriously sexy scenes, the
terrible things that Connor experienced and the losses that turned Zane into the closed-off
person he came across as, and the feeling of warmth the tale ended with. I loved that Connor
was able to say the L-word openly and without any expectation of hearing it back, and that he
threw himself into the relationship, though Zane had already defined that it would never go



beyond a few sexual encounters. I loved that both guys opened up to each other, but not in a
sappy way, and that each found strength in each other, and that their relationship was equal in
every way.The epilogue is split into two, some 6 months after the start of their HEA and 8 years
into their HEA, and for me, it was the icing on the cake. I'm lucky enough to be a beta reader for
SK and had been begging her for at least one wedding, and boy, did she deliver.This book ends
the series beautifully, but I live in hope that like the BS series was a spin-off of the Escort series,
there may be a spin-off of the BS series - and I can tell you that SK hasn't said no, though she
likes to tease and hasn't quite said yes. And yes, I will continue to beg, hint and suggest, rest
assured.Disclaimer: I am lucky enough to be a beta-reader for SK, but no payment was
requested or offered in return for this honest review, the words of which are entirely my own.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Loved it. This was another amazing, exciting and highly emotional story
from Sloane Kennedy. I loved every minute of it. It was just so beautifully written.”

Rowan, “Another Absolute Winner. In this final book you get to find out about Zane a lawyer and
ex lover of Declan and the beautiful Connor, who has a heart of gold. Zane is a cold hearted
monkey who is against any sort of connection. When he meets Connor his solid cast iron wall
starts to crumble. When Connors ex who's been stalking him for ages, becomes violent, Zane
goes ballistic. I've loved every book so much that I can't choose a favourite”

C. A.T, “Freeing Zane (Barretti Security Series, Book... Sloane Kennedy. all of the Barretti series
have good romance and detailed paragraphs which put you write in the picture.this set has a
mixture of instant attraction between m/f,m/m and m/m/m mixes.Each tell a different story and I
have enjoyed reading then all.Quite graphic in places so if your easily upset dont try this
set.however it has prompted me to look for other titles by this author.”

Summertimememories, “the protectors storyline is amazing and one book encompasses alot
into the family. Anything by Sloane Kennedy is a real treat and this one is no different a treat and
well wrote out, the protectors storyline is amazing and one book encompasses alot into the
family.Zane struck me as harsh till I got his family back ground. Just a beautiful book.”

The book by Mark Goulston has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 491 people have provided feedback.
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